We discuss parallel performance of structured adaptive mesh refinement calculations using the SAMRAI library. We focus on fundamental aspects of adaptive gridding and dynamic computation of changing data dependencies. Previous analysis of performance of large-scale parallel adaptive calculations revealed poor scaling in these operations. Specifically, we found that these operations are inexpensive for small problems, but that their costs can become unacceptable for problems run on large numbers of processors. This paper describes subsequent developments involving graph-and treebased algorithms that reduce runtime complexity and substantially increase scalability. We characterize performance on realistic adaptive problems using up to 512 processors of an IBM SP system and up to 1024 processors of a Linux cluster.
INTRODUCTION
In many important science and engineering simulation problems, key solution features occur only in localized regions of the computational domain. Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is an important tool for dynamically increasing spatial and temporal grid resolution where it is needed most to resolve local features. By focusing memory usage and computational effort, a highly resolved solution may be achieved more efficiently than if the grid is refined globally.
Structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) is a particular adaptive gridding methodology in which a dynamic, locally-refined grid is implemented using structured grid concepts. Like other AMR approaches, SAMR presents complications for parallel computing that are absent in uniform grid calculations. Specifically, the need to move data on an irregular locally-refined grid configuration presents complex data communication patterns. Moreover, since the grid may be adapted frequently, the cost of computing grid-dependent data exchange information cannot be amortized over an entire calculation.
Our work uses the SAMRAI framework [19] , an objectoriented software library we have developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. SAMRAI provides robust parallel adaptive gridding and data management capabilities as well as a flexible algorithm support framework that simplifies the development of sophisticated multi-physics SAMR applications. A full description SAMRAI and SAMR algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper. Our focus here is on the parallel performance of critical operations in largescale adaptive computations. We describe operations that potentially become inefficient when problem size increases and execution requires a large number of processors. We also introduce algorithm enhancements that can substantially alleviate these performance problems.
We present results for relatively simple problems that allow us to control and analyze key adaptive aspects of the calculations. However, these problems use algorithms similar to those found in more complex multi-physics applications [19] . While our findings are the result of codes that use SAMRAI, the main performance issues and algorithm solutions we propose are applicable to other SAMR efforts.
The paper begins with a description of the salient features of SAMR grid structures, grid adaptivity, and manipulation of data during an adaptive computation. Then, we discuss benchmark problems that we use to compare performance of our earlier code implementation to new algorithm devel- opments. Next, we summarize parallel scaling problems observed in previous work and provide a detailed discussion of algorithmic changes to resolve these problems. Finally, we present parallel performance results to demonstrate performance improvements that the new algorithms provide.
SAMR OVERVIEW
Structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) is a technique for increasing local spatial and temporal resolution in numerical simulations of scientific and engineering problems. SAMR was originally developed to achieve higher resolution shock calculations [5, 6] . Subsequent developments have expanded the SAMR algorithm space and the range of problems to which SAMR is applied, including incompressible flow [1, 21] ; ALE hydrodynamics [2] ; particle-continuum hybrids [17, 27] ; flow in porous media [20] ; solid mechanics [16, 26] ; magnetohydrodynamics [4, 12, 15] ; laser-plasma instabilities [13] ; and astrophysics [8, 9] .
The SAMR Grid Hierarchy
In the SAMR paradigm, a computational grid is implemented using structured grid components. The grid is a hierarchy of levels of spatial (and often temporal) resolution where all grid cells on a level have the same grid spacing. Also, levels are nested; that is, the coarsest level covers the entire computational domain and each successively finer level covers a portion of the interior of the next coarser level. Computational cells on each level are grouped into non-overlapping, logically-rectangular "box" regions called patches (see Fig. 1 ). Usually, simulation data are stored on patches in contiguous arrays that map directly to the grid cells without indirection. In SAMR parlance, the term box, which refers to a logically-rectangular region of grid index space, is ubiquitous. Each patch is defined by its bounding box and numerical routines and data communication are operations on patch data in box regions.
During initial construction and adaptive gridding of an SAMR grid hierarchy, levels are generated one at a time. The coarsest hierarchy level defines the physical extent of the computational domain. Each finer level is constructed by selecting cells on the next coarser level that require refinement based on some problem-based criteria. Then, the cells are clustered into boxes to form patches for the finer level as shown in Figure 2 . The grid spacing on each finer level is given by a refinement ratio that indicates the num- ber of fine grid increments in each coordinate direction into which each coarse cell is divided. An important consequence of this organization is that fine patch boundaries align with coarse cell boundaries. This property facilitates data communication between levels and also the implementation of numerical methods on the grid hierarchy.
SAMR Algorithms
In this section, we describe common SAMR operations emphasizing those that are central to adaptive gridding; this will fix ideas for more detailed algorithm discussion that follows. SAMR applications can be decomposed into numerical integration operations and gridding operations. In particular, serial numerical routines operate on data living on patches and communication operations pass information between patches, for example, to fill ghost cells. SAMR computations are more complicated than those using static uniform grids since the SAMR grid changes dynamically. Also, solution procedures must account for varying levels of grid resolution by identifying cells to refine and properly treating boundaries between grid levels to generate a consistent solution.
We are interested in solving time-dependent partial differential equations (PDEs). In this case, SAMR time integration usually involves interleaving time steps on individual hierarchy levels [5, 19, 26 ]. When integrating a single level, serial numerical methods operate on patches to advance the solution of the PDE. Data is moved to patch ghost cells from nearby patch interiors before the numerical operations occur. Each ghost cell value comes from one of three sources: a value copied from a neighboring patch on the same grid level, interpolation of data from coarser or finer levels, or a physical boundary condition. Since patch configurations are dynamic, data source and destination information must be recomputed whenever the grid changes.
Levels change at certain points during the time integration sequence and each regrid phase may involve one or multiple levels. Level regridding involves four major steps: choosing cells on the next coarser level that require refinement (i.e., cell-tagging), constructing new patch regions, moving data from the old patch configuration to the new configuration, and generating new data dependency information required to continue integration of the PDEs. Cell tagging is a serial operation and is entirely dependent on the problem being solved and so will not be discussed further here. Our focus in this paper is the construction of new grid patches and the computation of data transfer information.
In SAMRAI, the construction of patches from tagged cells involves several steps. First, tagged cells are covered by a set of boxes using the point clustering algorithm of Berger and Rigoutsos [7] , which is common in the SAMR community. Second, these boxes are grown or shrunk to simplify setting physical boundary values in user code and to ensure properties like nesting of the level within the interior of the next coarser level. Third, the resulting boxes are load balanced and assigned to processors. This involves cutting boxes into smaller boxes until the estimated computational work on each resulting patch is equal to or less than an average per-processor workload. To increase the likelihood that neighboring patches will reside on the same processor, the boxes are then ordered according to their spatial location by placing a Morton space filling curve through the box centroids [18] . Finally, boxes are mapped to processors using a greedy bin-packing procedure.
Each processor constructs the patches and associated data for the boxes assigned to it. Note that we assign each patch and its data to one processor, rather than partitioning the data on a patch and distributing it to multiple processors. After making new patches, information describing the transfer of data to and from each patch in the hierarchy affected by the new level configuration must be regenerated. This requires the creation of a new communication schedule for each data communication phase that depends on the level.
A communication schedule maintains a list of data transactions between patches on the SAMR grid hierarchy. For example, setting ghost cell values for a patch level may require data interpolated from coarser levels or data copied from neighboring patches on the same level. Based on the hierarchy patch configuration and the data quantities and operations (e.g., interpolation) involved, the communication schedule creates and stores transactions describing the movement of data to and from each patch local to its processor. Each transaction contains the data destination region, the source patch that will supply this data, and any other necessary operator information. When a schedule is executed, each transaction performs either a local data copy or an interprocessor communication. For data movement between processors, a schedule assembles buffers that are exchanged via asynchronous MPI message passing calls. The buffers are formed to maintain a single buffer send and receive between each processor pair regardless of the number of patches or number of data quantities involved. The parallel data decomposition in SAMRAI is similar to that used in other SAMR support libraries. SAMRAI communication schedules are generalizations and extensions of ideas found in the KeLP library [3, 14] . SAMRAI communication schedules in are described in more detail elsewhere [19, 28] .
This overview of primary adaptive and data communication operations performed in SAMR calculations serves as background to the results that follow. Next, we concentrate on performance of dynamic patch and schedule construction operations. Then, we provide additional details for the Berger-Rigoutsos and schedule construction algorithms and our algorithmic modifications to enhance their scalability.
PARALLEL BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
In this section, we describe two problems that we use to evaluate parallel performance and compare changes to SAM-RAI code implementation. Both problems employ a standard SAMR explicit time-stepping algorithm [5] , involving spatial and temporal grid refinement. Adaptive gridding occurs every other time step on each hierarchy level. Each problem was chosen to emphasize a different notion of parallel scaling. The first problem uses the same problem size on all processor partitions, which allows us to investigate performance when more processors are applied to a fixed size problem. The size of the second problem is scaled proportionately with number of processors, thus revealing trends that appear as problem size is increased commensurate with the number of processors.
Non-scaled Problem
The first problem models a Sedov [25] spherical blast wave using the Euler equations of compressible gas dynamics. The solution is represented by five grid variables and is solved using a second-order Godunov shock capturing scheme [10, 11, 22] . The initial condition is a spherical pressure discontinuity of radius δr (we use δr = 0.04375) at the center of the domain in an otherwise homogeneous medium. The domain is a 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 cube on which we apply a Cartesian grid domain with four grid levels with a refinement factor of 4 between successive levels; see Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the number of computational cells on each level as a function of simulation time. Note that the total problem size grows roughly linearly as the simulation advances, which is due to adaptivity of the finest grid to resolve the sphericallyexpanding shock.
For this problem, the same domain size and SAMR hierarchy level configuration was used on all processor partitions. In the performance results section, we examine the relative costs of time integration and adaptive gridding operations. Gridding operations include cell tagging, patch level construction (including Berger-Rigoutsos point clustering), data redistribution, and generation of communication schedules. The simulation is run to a time of 0.0035, which is about 13 coarse grid time steps. Each hierarchy level is regridded every two time advance steps.
Scaled Problem
The second problem models a sinusoidal-shaped advecting front using the scalar linear advection equation. The solution state is a single scalar grid variable and we solve the problem using the same integration methods as in the first problem. The problem domain is of size 2.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 with three grid levels, where the mesh is refined by a factor of four between levels; see Figure 5 .
For this problem, we control the gridding process to increase the problem size proportionately with the number of processors. That is, we manually scale the grid system from a reference grid configuration to increase the number of grid cells by a specified amount. First, we run a problem on P processors and, after each gridding step, store the boxes that define the grid in a file. Then, when we run on more processors, we read the boxes from the file and refine each box by a factor proportional to the increase in number of processors. For example, to go from P to 2P processors, we double the number of cells in one coordinate direction.
The linear advection problem is very simple numerically, yet produces complex adaptive grid configurations due to the sinusoidal front. Thus, computing communication schedules is non-trivial. Since the problem is linear, we force the same time-stepping sequence on all grid configurations to insure that the same number of integration and communication procedures are performed in each case. Because the amount of numerical work is very small, data communication and adaptive gridding operations are relatively much more expensive in this case than in the Euler case. Therefore, this problem emphasizes adaptive gridding costs and is a good benchmark to assess scalability in the adaptive gridding operations. As a consequence of the way we construct the grids for this case, Berger-Rigoutsos point clustering is not needed. Thus, the adaptive gridding operations counted in the performance results section include only patch level construction (from pre-defined boxes) and generation of communication schedules. The simulation is run to a time of 0.6, which is about 25 coarse grid time steps. Like the non-scaled case, each hierarchy level is regridded every two time advance steps. 
ADAPTIVE SCALING PROBLEMS
As discussed in Section 2, the two main phases of SAMR calculations that we consider are adaptive gridding and time integration. Previously, we reported [28] poor parallel scaling in the adaptive gridding parts of benchmark problems described in Section 3. The primary sources of inefficiency were our parallel implementation of the Berger-Rigoutsos point clustering algorithm and the generation of communication schedules. We observed that the total parallel processing time of these operations actually increased as the number of processors increased. Incidentally, one may think that data redistribution, whereby data is migrated from the old grid configuration to the new configuration, is a primary contributor to parallel inefficiency. However, the data communication support in SAMRAI is very fast, and we found that data redistribution required less than 1% of total execution time and scaled well on the problems we tested.
In our original analysis, we found that communication schedule construction introduced the first scaling problem. Schedule construction cost grew roughly as the square of the number of patches in the problem. As a result, the time needed for these operations rapidly became a dominant cost when calculations involved many patches, occurring with larger problems run on many processors. The second scaling problem involved the Berger-Rigoutsos algorithm. In our initial parallel implementation, parallel array all-reduce operations were used over the irregular grid structure to build global tag histogram arrays on each processor at each step of the calculation. Each processor then performed identical operations to construct box regions that covered the tagged cells on the grid. The cost of the algorithm was negligible on small numbers of processors where the cost of global allreduce operations was barely noticeable. However, as the number of processors was increased this implementation of Berger-Rigoutsos faced two scaling problems. First, as the problem size was increased, the number of global all-reduce operations increased proportionally. Second, on a greater number of processors, the cost of each all-reduce operation also increased. More details on these issues as well as our solutions to these problems are discussed in later sections.
MODIFIED ALGORITHMS
In this section, we discuss changes to communication schedule construction and Berger-Rigoutsos point clustering operations in SAMRAI to alleviate performance problems described above. We consider these procedures computational overhead since they are needed for adaptive gridding but they are not directly part of the numerical solution process. Thus, our goal is to make them as efficient as we can, especially as we scale problem sizes up and run on many processors. In earlier analysis, we observed that our implementation became more costly as more patches were applied to the problem. Thus, we explored ways to generate fewer large patches rather than many smaller patches. However, we found that we can achieve better load balance when using many smaller patches since this allows finer grained control over the distribution of work across processors. Consequently, we chose to develop new approaches that scale well to large numbers of boxes to allow more load balancing flexibility without incurring unacceptable adaptive gridding overhead.
Communication Schedules
Our original communication schedule construction procedures involved excessive comparisons of patch box regions. The box intersection information needed to characterize the transfer of data between patches was generated using an O(N 2 ) algorithm, where N is the number of patches involved. This approach compares each box on a destination level with every box on potential source levels. Our previous results showed that this does not require excessive execution time when N is sufficiently small. However, N tends to grow both with problem size and number of processors. When N becomes large enough, the schedule construction process begins to dominate total execution time due to the quadratic nature of the algorithm.
We explored three improved box intersection algorithms in our work. Each algorithm requires a setup phase, during which data structures based on spatial relationships between boxes are constructed. The setup is a one-time cost, (typically O (N log N ) ), that can be amortized over many calls to compute box intersections depending on how the adaptive grid changes. For the sake of brevity, we discuss only our best performing algorithm here, which uses a data structure that we call a Recursive Binary Box Tree (RBBT).
The box intersection operations used in SAMR are similar to operations studied in other fields, e.g., computational geometry. We refer readers to Samet [23, 24] , for general information and additional references. Although our RBBT structure is similar to other hierarchical data structures, such as octrees, k-d trees, etc, we believe it is novel in that it can be used to determine spatial relationships among boxes in an arbitrary number of spatial dimensions or other geometric shapes.
RBBT algorithms
A Recursive Binary Box Tree (RBBT) is a data structure that enables the efficient (typically O (N log N ) ) computation of spatial relationships. The exact nature of an RBBT is best explained by examining the ConstructBoxTree algorithm, which is invoked during the setup phase.
The root node of a binary tree is passed a set of boxes, for which a bounding box is computed. In 3D, the bounding box is then conceptually divided into two halves by constructing a bisecting plane that is parallel to the z-axis. The list of boxes is then partitioned into three subsets. The first subset contains the boxes that intersect the bisecting plane; this subset of boxes is assigned to the root node. The second subset contains the boxes that are entirely enclosed in one half of the bounding box; this subset of boxes is passed (in a recursive call) to the constructor for the left child node. The third subset contains boxes enclosed by the remaining half, and is passed to the constructor for the right child node. The tree that results from this process is called the primary tree.
Next, each node in the primary tree constructs a private, secondary binary tree. The constructor for the root node of the secondary tree is passed the set of boxes that was assigned to the node in the primary tree. The secondary tree's construction is identical to the primary tree, with the exception that the bounding box is divided by a plane that is parallel to the y-axis. In a similar manner, each node in the secondary tree constructs a tertiary tree, in which bounding boxes are divided by planes that are parallel to the x-axis.
ConstructBoxTree(boxlist B
If d = 1, divide the box in a direction orthogonal to the x-axis 5.
If d = 2, divide the box in a direction orthogonal to the y-axis 6.
If d = 3, divide the box in a direction orthogonal to the z-axis 7. # Partition boxlist B.
If b is enclosed by quadrant j 10.
Insert b in boxlistj 11. Else 12.
Insert b in this node's boxlist 13. # Recursively construct child nodes. 14. Set private tree to null
The RBBT can be "tuned" to reduce memory requirements and improve performance (i.e. reduce execution time) through the use of constraints that, for clarity, we have omitted from the above. One constraint is: if the boxlist that is passed to a node contains less than some specified number of boxes n, assign all the boxes to the node and return immediately (i.e., do not recurse to build child nodes and/or private trees). If n is relatively large, nodes will have larger numbers of boxes in their boxlists (after partitioning), and the tree will have fewer nodes. If n = 1, a node's boxlist will contain at most a single box, and the number of nodes in the tree will be maximized. In our experience, best performance was obtained with values around n = 10. 
Potential inflection cut points occur along each direction at the largest sign change in ∆ (dotted lines).
In general, the performance of binary tree based algorithms is known to degrade when the trees are unbalanced. With regard to RBBTs, performance can be shown to degrade if, at the conclusion of Step 12, the number of boxes in the three subsets is relatively unequal. In the worst case, one of the child subsets could be empty, which would result in an unbalanced tree. This issue can be addressed by incorporating a strategy whereby the "bisecting plane" is adjusted to achieve better balance during partitioning. Several strategies are possible here, but for the sake of brevity will not be discussed further.
The RBBT is used to perform a box intersection operation by "walking the tree" in a recursive manner. The FindIntersectingBoxes algorithm is based on the following necessary condition: a box b can intersect a box contained in the subtree that is rooted at a node only if b intersects the node's bounding box.
The BoxIntersection algorithm operates as follows. Given an arbitrary box of interest b, we want to find the subset of boxes from an RBBT that intersect with b. Beginning at the RBBT's root node, b is compared with the node's bounding box. If the two do not intersect, the call returns. If they do intersect, then b is compared to each box in the node's boxlist, and any boxes that intersect b are added to the output. Next, b is passed recursively to the left and right child nodes, and to the root node of the private RBBT.
Comparison and analysis
For simple configurations of boxes, e.g, a set of identically sized, regularly tiled boxes in an N 1/3 ×N 1/3 ×N 1/3 configuration, it is easy to show that RBBT construction is bounded by O(N log N ), and that a single box intersection operation is bounded by O(log N ). Analytic bounds for arbitrary collections of boxes have so far eluded us, however, we conjecture that, with some variation on the tree-balancing strategy discussed above, and the constraint (which is common in SAMR technologies) that the set of boxes from which the RBBT was constructed are non overlapping, these bounds can be shown to hold.
Berger-Rigoutsos Algorithm
One of the key procedures that we use to generate a new patch level from tagged cells is the point clustering algorithm of Berger and Rigoutsos (BR) [7] . This algorithm groups tagged cells into an initial collection of logically-rectangular box regions from which patches will be created. This algorithm is commonly used in the SAMR community. Here, we provide a simplified description of our implementation written as a recursive procedure: Set bboxtag = smallest bounding box for boxin tags 5.
If ntags/ (num cells in bboxtag) < tol ef f 6.
Loop over sides of bboxtag, long to short 8.
If ∃ zero histogram value near middle of side 9.
Set xcut = assoc. cell index, exit loop 10.
Elseif ∃ inflection point in histogram 11.
Set xcut = assoc. cell index, exit loop 12.
If xcut set 13.
Cut bboxtag into box lef t , box right at xcut 14.
BR Cluster( box lef t , boxes lef t ) 15.
BR Cluster( box right , boxes right ) 16.
If boxes lef t , boxes right obey tol combine 17.
Append boxes lef t , boxes right to boxesout 18.
If boxesout = ∅, add bboxtag to boxesout 19. Else set boxesout = ∅ A bounding box for all tagged cells is passed in to the initial call to the routine; i.e., boxin. The routine outputs a list of non-overlapping boxes that covers the tags, boxesout. The routine is called recursively until the fraction of tagged cells in the given box is greater than some user-prescribed tolerance (line 5) and the total number of cells in the set of boxes into which a box is cut is less than some fraction of cells in the original box (line 16). Figure 6 illustrates how tag histogram data is used to choose cut points for the box.
The main operation that we are concerned with regarding parallel performance is the tag data histogram computation step (line 1). Recall that patches in SAMRAI, and hence tag data, are distributed across processors. The main parallel inefficiency in our original BR implementation arose from the fact that we accumulated tag information into identical signature arrays on each processor using global MPI all-reduce operations. Then, identical operations on the histogram data were performed on each processor. On small numbers of processors, the cost of this implementation is acceptable. However, as problems are scaled up to run on large numbers of processors, algorithm performance degrades considerably for three reasons. First, the amount of histogram data in each reduction step increases as the length of the arrays grow with the number of cells in the problem. Second, the number of global reductions increases as we consider more box regions. Third, the cost of each global reduction is larger on more processors (theoretically O(P log P ) but is in practice implementation-dependent). The BR algorithm starts by requiring knowledge of all tagged cells which may cover a large portion of the domain and involve many patches. However, our analysis revealed that as the recursion level increases, the box sizes and number of tags evaluated by the algorithm quickly decrease. Thus, the number of processors needed to construct histogram information quickly diminishes. Table 1 shows how the number of participating processors changes in the BR algorithm with each recursion level in a sample problem using 128 processors. The relevant tag data for most calls resides on a small subset of processors. The routine was called a total of 588 times and recursion level 5 data reveals that 74.5% of all calls required 18 or fewer processors.
These findings indicate global reductions are unnecessary for most histogram construction operation in the BR algorithm. To achieve a more scalable approach, we restructured the parallel implementation by replacing global reductions with collective communication operations involving only processors needed to participate. The reformulated BR implementation uses a binary tree reduction approach to determine participating processors. A designated root processor manages the processors that participate and construction of histogram information.
The new implementation is similar to the BR Cluster routine above with a few changes. The primary difference occurs at the tag histogram computation in line 1. In the new implementation, if this processor is not the root processor and owns no patch that intersects boxin, the routine returns. Otherwise, only the participating processors are used to compute tag histograms for boxin. These histograms are assembled on the root processor using an all-to-one reduction operation. Also, only the root processor performs the operations involving the location of box cut points and cutting boxes. In the box cutting step at line 13, the root processor broadcasts box lef t , box right to all processors participating in the current recursion level. Then, recursive calls (lines 14, 15) are made on the participating processors only. Finally, at the end of the recursion, the root processor broadcasts boxesout to all processors. We note that we first used MPI communicators for the all-to-one reductions but later found that hand-coded MPI send-recvs operations performed slightly better. We postulate that this may arise from the need to synchronize all processors each time an MPI communicator is formed.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we we assess performance of the new algorithms on the benchmark problems described in Section 3 on two parallel computer systems. The first is the ASCI IBM Blue Pacific system constructed of 256 four processor SMP nodes (244 of which are available for typical batch runs), each with 1.5GB memory and 332 MHz PowerPC 604e processors. The interconnect network is switch-based, with an omega topology supporting up to 150Mbytes/s bidirectional bandwidth between nodes. The second system is LLNL's M&IC MCR Linux cluster system with 1152 two processor nodes, each with 4 GB memory and 2.4 Ghz Intel processors. Its interconnect is Quadrics QsNet Elan3 with 300 Mbytes/s MPI bandwidth and < 5µs latency.
Both benchmark problems are timed on a range of processors, from 32 to 512 on ASCI Blue Pacific and from 32 to 1024 on the MCR Linux system. To eliminate possible inconsistencies from machine load conditions, each of the cases was run three times and the times reported are an average of the three. The overall times are decomposed into two general phases; time advance and adaptive gridding. Time advance includes numerical kernel computations on patches, including costs resulting from load imbalances, as well as communication required to exchange data between patches. Adaptive gridding includes the cost of performing the Berger-Rigoutsos clustering to build a new level, constructing communication schedules, and distributing data from the old grid configuration to the new. All other operations are classified as "other", which includes such oper- ations as level initialization, load balancing, etc. We show timings with our original implementation and the new implementation, which uses the RBBT algorithm in the construction of communication schedules and the parallel binary tree implementation of Berger-Rigoutsos clustering.
Non-scaled Problem Performance
Timing results for the non-scaled four level adaptive Sedov spherical shock benchmark, discussed in Section 3.1, are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for the MCR Linux and ASCI IBM systems, respectively.
Adaptive gridding operations are clearly much more efficient using the new algorithms. Significant cost savings is seen in both the communication schedule construction and the Berger-Rigoutsos clustering phases of adaptive gridding operations. Communication schedule construction cost is reduced by a factor of 2 to 5. On the ASCI IBM system, the new Berger-Rigoutsos clustering operation is significantly faster on larger processor partitions. In our original implementation, this operation constitutes 34% of the total execution time but the new binary tree implementation requires only about 3%. On the Linux MCR system, the BergerRigoutsos operation is very fast (4%) in the original implementation so we see only a slight improvement with the new implementation. This system has a very fast and efficient implementation of global reduction operations, so the efficiency enhancements in the new algorithm had less of an effect on reducing the overall time. Nevertheless, the results from the IBM system indicate the modified implementation should be effective on parallel systems where global reductions are relatively expensive; for example, on cluster systems with a slow network.
The overall scaling trends for time advance and adaptive gridding phases using the new algorithms on IBM Blue Pacific are shown in Figure 7 . A plot of the data from MCR shows similar trends. We expect some reduction in parallel efficiency because the problem size was held constant, hence the problem size per processor decreases as the processor count increases. In spite of this, overall parallel scaling is reasonable for this adaptive problem. The costs we designate as "other" start to become more significant on larger numbers of processors. This is predicted by Amdahl's law, since non-parallel overhead operations begin to constitute a larger proportion of the total computational work.
Scaled Problem Performance
Timing results for the scaled three level adaptive linear advection benchmark, discussed in Section ??, are shown in Tables 4 and 5 on the MCR Linux and ASCI IBM systems, respectively. Unlike the spherical shock calculation discussed above, for which the same global problem size is run across all processors, the problem size in this case is scaled with the number of processors so the number of grid cells per processor remains roughly constant.
The cost of the time advance portion of the calculation scales well. Also, the communication costs associated with refine and coarsen operations and in passing data from an old to a new hierarchy level both scale reasonably well. Recall that the Berger-Rigoutsos operation is not performed in this case; see Section 3.2. The primary operation that scales poorly in the original implementation is construction of communication schedules. Recall that the cost of constructing communication schedules in our original implementation grows as O(N 2 ) with the number of patches; see Section 5.1. The number of patches used in the calculation is roughly proportional to the problem size and hence grows with the number of processors. Figure 8 shows the number of patches on the finest level for the various processor partitions over the course of the adaptive simulation. As the number of processors is doubled, the number of patches on the level also roughly doubles. Thus, there is a significant increase in schedule construction cost in our original implementation as the problem is scaled to run on larger numbers of processors. Use of the RBBT algorithm in the new implementation significantly reduces this cost. Figure 9 compares the scaling characteristics using our original implementation to the new implementation. The new implementation clearly has much better scaling characteristics.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper investigates algorithms to enhance the scaling efficiency of adaptive gridding operations in structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) applications. Although our evaluation focuses on their implementation in the SAM-RAI library, the algorithms are applicable to SAMR applications in general. Earlier tests revealed that adaptive gridding operations can become very expensive on large numbers of processors. We introduce a new Recursive Binary Box Tree (RBBT) algorithm and an alternative parallel implementation of the commonly used Berger-Rigoutsos point clustering algorithm to improve adaptive gridding efficiency. We then evaluate the performance of two adaptive benchmarks, scaled and non-scaled, on two parallel systems, reporting a breakdown of the scaling characteristics of the various parts of the adaptive calculation.
The RBBT is a data structure that enables efficient computation of spatial relationships. We apply it in the construction of communication schedules, which describe the data dependencies between patches. The schedules must be reconstructed each time the adaptive grid changes. The algorithm we originally used in constructing communication schedules was O(N 2 ) in complexity, where N is the number of patches on the level. Using the RBBT algorithm, we are Comparison of scaling qualities of the scaled advecting front problem of our original to our current implementation using the RBBT algorithm (data from Table 4 ).
able to reduce the complexity to O(N log N ). This leads to significant reductions in cost for calculations scaled to 1024 processors.
On one of the systems tested, ASCI IBM Blue Pacific, our original implementation of the Berger-Rigoutsos point clustering algorithm became very costly on large processor configurations. This was due to the use of global reductions in the implementation, which become more expensive as the number of processors increases. We developed an alternative parallel implementation that uses localized sends and receives in place of global reductions and saw significant savings on this system. Improvements were less significant on a high-performance Linux cluster system but we attribute this to the fact that the system has very efficient global reduction operations so our modified approach has less of an effect. We speculate this new implementation will primarily be useful on systems where global reductions are expensive, relative to other communication operations (e.g. commodity cluster systems with slow interconnect).
The scaling studies we perform in this paper with adaptive problems run on up to 1024 processors reveal that the core numerical operations and communication scale well to larger numbers of processors. Although we were able to make significant progress in reducing adaptive gridding costs through the use of more efficient algorithms, further enhancements will be necessary as we push to systems that use even larger numbers of processors.
